
Monday Nitro – July 3, 2000:
It’s Coming And We Can’t Stop
It
Monday  Nitro #247
Date: July 3, 2000
Location: Civic Center, Charleston, West Virginia
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Mark Madden, Scott Hudson

It’s the go home show for Bash at the Beach and I can’t imagine we’ll be
seeing Hulk Hogan here tonight to set up the title match because that’s
probably not in his contract. Other than that we might get Goldberg
eating another contract and then finding a way to make it reappear. He’s
like a magician you see. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of last week’s shows with almost every show getting
a quick feature. Unfortunately this includes Vampiro but it also includes
the Cat being all over the show.

Cat is on the phone and says he’s suspended Scott Steiner for a week. I
believe this was the suspension over Scott not wanting to do a job on
Thunder and being punished by being suspended with pay over the Fourth of
July weekend. Mike Awesome comes in and isn’t happy about something.

Four ambulances are waiting outside.

Opening sequence.

Tank Abbott takes over DJ Ran’s booth (I love you Tank Abbott) and plays
some 3 Count.

3 Count vs. Jung Dragons

Shane tries to cut a promo but Tank tells them to shut up and sing. Six
man tag here and the Dragons start fast upon hitting the ring. Jamie
accidentally splashes Kaz as Shane has hurt his arm and has to be looked
at by a trainer. As he leaves, Tank comes down to take his place, making
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sure to stand next to Shannon on the apron. Evan punches Yang down so
it’s off to Shannon, because why tag in the killer? It’s quickly back to
Evan, who sends Yang into the post. Everyone tries dives but Yang gets
left in the ring with Tank. Madden: “DO THE CRANE DANNY!” Tank knocks
Yang out and Shannon gets the easy pin.

Rating: C. The match was barely a thing as it was almost all about
establishing Tank as the semi-official fourth member of the team. Like
I’ve said though, the Dragons and 3 Count would have a lot of good
matches but they would never climb up the card or do anything significant
against anyone else. That’s a major area where WCW failed and it was
rarely more true than here.

Tank makes them dance, including the returning Helms.

Kevin Nash arrives. I have no idea why his clothes are already in his
dressing room.

Cat has a proposition for the Dragons.

Goldberg arrives.

Mike Awesome powerbombs a backstage worker through a table.

Video on the Outsiders. Screw you WCW for hinting that Hall might be
coming back when you knew he wasn’t. Goldberg finally comes into the
truck and demands that the video gets pulled. Nash isn’t pleased.

Here’s Goldberg to a big pop with something to say. He’s sick and tired
of hearing about the Outsiders because they’re some of the biggest pieces
of garbage in wrestling. Goldberg has carried this company for the past
two years and he’s sick of having to do it. This brings out Nash to say
he doesn’t want to wait but security holds him back. Cat comes out and
says go to a commercial. Madden: “WHAT DOES HE MEAN BY COMMERCIAL???”

During the break, the locker room had to hold Nash back and Awesome
powerbombed a security guard. That would be the second man sent to the
hospital tonight.

Cat calls Eric and says he’s going to keep them apart for the rest of the



night.

Terry Funk tells Johnny the Bull that he has a real tough opponent
tonight before hitting Johnny with a chair.

Terry Funk vs. Johnny the Bull

Madden: “Could the opponent be Terry Funk?” Funk knocks Bull into the
arena with a chair and does the same thing in the ring. Johnny gets
rammed into the announcers’ table but comes back with a chair shot of his
own. They head into the crowd with Johnny piledriving Funk onto a chair.

Back to ringside with Funk bleeding a bit from the eye, only to have Bull
springboard from the top to the floor into a legdrop onto the chair onto
Funk’s face. Yeah believe it or not, that’s REALLY STUPID TO DO and
Johnny would be out for two months with a broken tailbone. Back in and
Bull small packages him for two (Madden: “The heck with that! Kill each
other!”) and DDT on a chair is enough to pin Funk.

Rating: D. I’ll give the points for having Funk put over some young guys,
but at the same time it seems that the young guy is stupid enough to try
a springboard legdrop to the floor. This is going to derail the hardcore
division but it’s not like it’s hard to set up something new for this
waste of time. Bad match, but at least Funk put someone else over.

We see Dale Torborg and Asya rehearsing earlier today when an explosion
went off and knocked Asya off the stage.

Torborg is going back to the hospital when a man in a robe gives him the
Demon attire. It’s Vampiro of course but there’s another man behind him
in a robe of his own.

Goldberg yells at Cat.

General Rection/Corporal Cajun vs. Mark Jindrak/Sean O’Haire

The winners get a title shot next Monday. Jindrak, in pants instead of
his trunks, gets punched down by Cajun to start before it’s off to
Rection vs. O’Haire (also in pants for some reason). Rection slams him
off the top and brings the Corporal back in, only to have him take a



double suplex.

Cajun grabs a quick small package for no count as the General has the
referee for no apparent reason. Sounds like a plot point. It’s off to
Rection  for  a  bunch  of  clotheslines  as  everything  breaks  down.  An
electric chair on the General sets up a top rope splash from Sean for
two. Not that it matters as Rection slams Jindrak down and nails the No
Laughing Matter for the pin.

Rating: D+. Build a team up one week, have a nothing team beat them the
next week. Such is life in WCW because they have to go against what could
work best for them for the sake of pushing people like Lash Leroux and
Hugh Morrus. The match was good enough but that’s the stupid booking that
has WCW in the shape it’s in.

Post match the Perfect Event comes in for the big beatdown with the
exercise bars. The rest of the Misfits run in for the save and everyone
lays down for CPR from Gunns.

Nash tells Cat to make the match.

Awesome powerbombs another backstage guy. Is there a point to this
anytime soon?

Cat is on the phone with Eric again and says he has an idea.

Here’s  Jeff  Jarrett  with  something  to  say.  After  declaring  himself
amazing,  Jeff  talks  about  how  great  Hogan  is.  He  talks  about  his
granddaddy paying a nickel to watch Hogan back in the day and wanting to
be like Hulk growing up. Now it’s 2000 and Jarrett is going to be the one
to put him out this Sunday at Bash at the Beach.

Jarrett brings out fat ladies dressed as vikings to Flight of the
Valkyries (Hudson: “Or Kill the Wabbit to some of you out there.”). They
praise Jarrett a bit and then sing some of the Goodbye song to keep this
going. A guy from standards and practices comes out, only to eat a guitar
shot. WAY too long for the point here, aside from it not being funny.

Cat comes out to announce a battle royal with Goldberg and Nash included.
If they can survive, they can fight each other. “Or make whoopee, I don’t



care.”

The third ambulance leaves.

Jarrett and Cat yell at each other a lot.

Shane Douglas vs. Booker T.

Kanyon jumps Booker in the aisle and now we’re ready to go. Shane starts
fast with some quick neck snaps and they head outside where Kanyon does
the Diamond Cutter sign. Back in and Booker gets in a running forearm for
his first offense. A Kanyon distraction fails and gives Booker a rollup
for two, followed by the Book End (not yet named) for the pin.

Rating: D. Short and not good enough to go anywhere but at least Booker
is on a winning streak. Shane is fine in this role and Kanyon continues
to be funny, but they need more than three minutes to actually make this
work. Booker vs. Kanyon should be fun on Sunday, though does anyone
remember why they’re fighting in the first place?

Kanyon lays out Booker post match until Page’s music plays. Tony freaks
out and then realizes Kanyon has just stolen the song.

The Demon is back.

Cat puts a bunch of people in the battle royal and says their jobs are to
hold Goldberg and Nash apart. Bonuses are promised.

We recap Vampiro vs. Torborg/Demon.

The Demon vs. Vampiro

Vampiro’s entrance is interrupted by the Road Report. These editing
errors wouldn’t pass on a low level indy company. Vampiro kicks him down
to start as the fans want Sting. In a stupid moment, Vampiro sends him
into the ropes and ducks, looking at Demon the entire time as Demon kicks
him in the face. Demon fights back and we’ve got an army of guys in hoods
and Sting masks. They all point bats at Vampiro and the distraction lets
Demon grab the Love Gun (cobra clutch slam) for the pin.

Post match the hooded guys surround Vampiro but the lights go out and



Vampiro is gone. Did you expect anything less?

Smooth talks to the Filthy Animals.

Cat gives the same speech to the Misfits and some other guys. Johnny the
Bull is here despite being sent to the hospital earlier. God bless pre
tapes.

David tries to talk Daffney, who now has short, blue hair, out of
fighting Hancock. Over his shoulder, Hancock is shown going to the ring
in a wedding gown (which stops about a foot above her knees) and David
can’t help but look. David opts to sing to Daffney instead.

In the ring, Hancock says she can’t decide what to wear under the wedding
gown on Sunday. Maybe she’ll just wear nothing. Since she’ll be winning
Sunday, she’ll just give us what we want now. Crowbar comes in to stop
the dancing and we cut to David in the back. He claims a stomach ache and
runs to the ring as Crowbar has Hancock in a chair. Crowbar pulls out
clippers to take Hancock’s hair off. Madden: “SHAVE HER! SHAVE HER!”

David comes out for the save but Daffney catches him and hits David low.
Of course she has a bottle of Pepto-Bismol too. A lame catfight starts
and Hancock distracts Crowbar until David hits him with a chair. Daffney
gets her cut off and David puts the clippers in Crowbar’s hands for
Daffney to find. As usual, video doesn’t exist in the wrestling world.

During the break, Crowbar chased after Daffney but got laid out by
Awesome and thrown in an ambulance.

Smooth brings Tygress in to see Cat. A proposition is made but Cat wants
to keep his shoes on.

Rey Mysterio/Juventud Guerrera vs. Lance Storm/Kidman

Before the match, Disco brings out Juvy and Rey dressed as Storm and
Kidman for a special interview. They make the expected jokes until the
real Storm and Kidman come out for the brawl to start the match. Kidman
powerbombs Juvy to start and it’s off to Storm for a gorilla press. Rey
makes the save with a dropkick and kicks Storm low. Lance comes right
back with a suplex and makes the tag off to Kidman for some house



cleaning. Everything breaks down and Storm powerbombs Rey, only to have
Juvy faceplant Kidman on a chair for the pin.

Rating: C-. I’d love to see these guys get a regular tag match instead of
having to fly through everything in four minutes because we need to see
Mike Awesome powerbomb someone else or whatever STUPID Vampiro and Demon
stuff is going on. As usual, WCW has too much going on to keep track of
the entertaining stuff.

Cat is getting his clothes back on and missed what just happened.

Vampiro is all annoyed and wants Demon in a Graveyard Match, whatever
that is.

Nash says Sunday is about Scott Hall but tonight is about Kevin. He’s
ready for Goldberg.

We recap Awesome’s rampage.

Awesome comes to the ring and yells about not being a mullet in the same
tone that Owen would say he wasn’t a nugget. Fans: “MULLET!” He wants
Scott Steiner right now and demands a bell ring. A referee comes out to
count to ten but Rick Steiner runs in and takes Mike out, promising that
Scott will do the same on Sunday.

Cat gives the people in the battle royal a pep talk.

Battle Royal

Nash comes out and we cut to the back again where Cat tells the Misfits
and Booker to stay out of this. Juvy and Rey come out first and this is
looking like a gauntlet match. Nash eliminates both of them with ease and
Konnan gets the same. Disco’s sleeper doesn’t work so here comes the
Perfect Event to finally slow Nash down a bit.

Nash fights them off but doesn’t throw them out as Big Vito comes in with
the stick. Now it’s Kanyon to make it 5-1 as the Misfits are still being
held back. Booker shoves him away and the good guys come out, followed by
Goldberg. House is cleaned in a hurry and Goldberg superkicks Nash. The
Misfits grab Goldberg’s boot though, allowing Nash to kick him in the



face for the elimination and the win.

Rating: F. It’s another segment called a match where Nash AGAIN gets to
run roughshod over half the roster because why else would you bring him
out there? They’ve done a good job of building up Nash vs. Goldberg, but
this has to lead to them having a match and that’s where the whole thing
is going to fall apart.

Security holds them back to end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. Again one of the best shows in a long time, fat
viking women aside. There are coherent stories here and that means more
for WCW than anything else. Their key at the moment is attracting new
viewers and the Russo shows weren’t doing it. You should be able to tell
what’s going on within thirty seconds of turning on the show. The Russo
shows needed about a month to make sense (assuming he hadn’t changed the
story a dozen times in the first hour) whereas these are simple stories
that you can figure out quick. Unfortunately that doesn’t make the
stories good, but it’s a step up.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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